
Corporate Memberships &
Workplace Wellness



Why 
breathe?



breathe has been

setting the bar for

yoga, meditation,

nutrition and wellness

services in Rochester

since 2002. We are

ready to bring our

membership offerings

to the corporate

environment to make

your employees

healthier and happier.



Cyndi
Weis

"If everyone
practiced yoga
and meditation,

the world would be
a better place."

 
Cyndi Weis,

founder



Employees
Less stress

More energy and vitality

Improved self confidence

Improved mental focus

Overall health and well-being

Increased productivity and efficiency

Company 
Higher productivity

Lower employee burn-out

A positive working environment

Increased efficiency 

Increase in profits

Happy employees

Corporate Membership and
Workplace Wellness Benefits :



Workplace 
Wellness



Workplace 
Wellness
We offer a variety of topics

from yoga, meditation,

nutrition, and all aspects of

wellness. Our series and

lectures are one-hour in

length. Catering for

workshops or corporate

events is also available.



The benefits of meditation can't be

argued. This 3-class series is

intended to make meditation

accessible to all. This session is done

in a work environment with chairs.

Meditation 3-Class Series



Why Meditation 

at Work?

Increase health and mental-wellbeing

Reduce stress in the workplace

Better process emotions and help 

Self-awareness and patience

Helps the immune system

Boost decision-making skills

Build a more resilient workforce

      focus on the present moment



Why Meditation in Teams?
Improve social interaction and

work relationships

Promote a sense of unity

Foster a more positive outlook

and attitude as a team

Boost work performance

Cultivate a positive culture,

and improve employee

wellness

Bring your team together and

relieve stress



Additional Lunchtime Lectures

These lectures are on a

variety of topics from yoga,

nutrition and all aspects of

wellness. Talks are one-hour.

Living Centered: Tools to Manage Stress and

Increase Longevity

New to Meditation

Your Approach to Food: Shifting the

Paradigm

Superfoods

Detox and Cleanse

Anti-Inflammatory Eating

You are What You Eat, Digest and Absorb

Making Sense out of Supplements



Leadership
Immersions



A tried and true approach to using

yoga, meditation, pranayama

(breathing) and optimal nutrition as

a pathway to happiness. This

workshop uses lecture, discussion,

and yoga practice to give you a

recipe to live the life you want to

live. Breakfast, lunch and healthy

snacks are provided to fuel your

body and mind as we explore how

you want your life to feel.

Leadership Immersions

]



We also teach/coach

managers, divisions, and

departments on stress

management, mindful

performance, present

moment practices, and

corporate leadership

techniques to keep staff 

fresh, healthy, and happy.

Team Immersions

]



]

Agenda Example: These Immersions are

offered at our Pittsford

Wellness studio and are a

full day immersion 8am-

4pm, or we can eliminate

some of the physical aspects

and lunch and offer it 8am-

11am. Pricing varies based

on attendance. 

8:00–8:30am    Breakfast

8:30–11:30am   Program (Intro/Stress/Yoga)

11:30–11:45am  Stretch Break

11:45–12:15pm  Lunch

12:15–2:00pm     Program (Diet/Meditation/Breathing)

2:00–3:15pm     Yoga / Meditation

3:15–4:00pm     Wrap up



What local 
    business owners
have to say...



Wayne Sellers — CEO and Founder of Experiential Holdings

“Although she is the creator of the Breathe Yoga brand and the leader of its

vibrant community, engaging with Cyndi as she led us through her

Immersion Day program felt more like peer to peer interaction than

teacher to student instruction. Cyndi did a fantastic job outlining the

benefits of practicing mindfulness and left us with a solid understanding of

why, how and when to incorporate yoga, meditation and healthy eating

practices into our busy schedules. It has been 7 months since my Immersion

Day with Cyndi, and I'm still going strong with an almost daily yoga practice

plus regular meditations throughout the week. I feel like a different

person...or maybe I'm just me again.”



Lori Van Dusen, 

Founder and CEO, LVW Advisors

“As a person involved in many facets of our community and with direct

experience with breathe since its early days, I've admired Cyndi’s

singular focus to health and well-being and her many charitable

endeavors. Cyndi created a business that was a breath of fresh air and

is now a mainstay and inspiration for those she touches.”



Maj Gen John Batiste, 

US Army (Retired), Partner, Batiste Leadership.

“Cyndi Weis and Breathe Yoga offer a unique opportunity to assist

your team in achieving balance and focus.  In our world of volatility

and uncertainty, the disciplines of yoga and meditation unlock an

amazing degree of intentionality to not only improve how

we respond to stress, but strengthen relationships and business

outcomes.”



Jim Mahan

Former Owner and Partner, Vitalwork Inc.

Current Founder and CEO, Springside Consulting LLC

“I found the stresses of running a business, even a successful one, to be

considerable. I concluded that I needed to take better care of myself,

physically, emotionally and spiritually. My experience at breathe has

enabled me to integrate challenging physical exercise, healthy eating

habits and meditative practices into my daily routine. The result has

been sustained daily energy, better clarity of purpose, and increased

capacity to deal with the everyday craziness.”
 



Lindsay McCutchen

President, Career Start

“I had the absolute pleasure of experiencing the Breathe Immersion

Day with Cyndi Weis . I found the time with Cyndi to be a refreshing

change to any leadership and workplace event that I’ve ever attended.

The self-inquiry sessions gave me profound awareness to what I

desired in life and how I wanted to show up. I am blown away that I

was able to have such a radical shift in my perspective in just one day,

 both professionally and personally. Breathe has a way of challenging

you to remove your roadblocks and get real. I am forever grateful to

have experienced the Day of Immersion at Breathe and look forward

to participating in their future offerings.”



Justin Hamilton

Principal, Hamilton Stern

“Attention to detail, customer service, forward thinking, strategic

planning, enterprising, innovative.....All words I would use to describe

the entire team at Breathe.  Their commitment to success is contagious

and provides an upbeat swing to any organization who utilizes their

services.  It has been our pleasure to work with the Breathe

organization and share in their success.”



The Insero & Co. CPAs Wellness Committee

“The Insero & Co. CPAs Wellness Committee has utilized Breathe Yoga

for workplace wellness meditation sessions over the past two years.

The sessions provided an overview of meditation and then a short

meditation practice. They were informative and interactive with our

team members. We’ve had a great experience using Breathe and plan

to use them again!”



After many years of speculation and skepticism, meditation

has now been scientifically proven to lower our heart rate;

slow and deepen our breathing; increase our growth and

sex hormones; suppress cortisol, glucagon, and adrenaline;

boost our immune system; help us manage pain; expand our

sense of well-being; and slow the fluctuations of our mind,

easing the nonstop swirl of thoughts.

Source: davidji.com/scienceofmeditation/



5/13/19; Mindfulness and Stress: A Tale of Mutual Consequences; Psychology Today  Being mindful in daily life is

associated with higher life satisfaction, agreeableness, self-esteem, and optimism. Practicing

mindfulness meditation can lead to higher levels of self-compassion and well-being.

Source: davidji.com/scienceofmeditation/

5/13/19; How Meditation Has Helped Calm Klay Thompson’s Racing Mind; San Francisco Chronicle  After scoring

21 of his 27 points in the first half of the Warriors’ series-clinching win Friday over the Rockets in the Western

Conference semifinals, Thompson told NBC Bay Area’s Kerith Burke, “I personally visualized the win, through

meditation and just focus."

4/23/19; What is Meditation and What Does Science Say About It?; Business Times  A recent study conducted in

the Center for Wellness and Achievement in Education in San Francisco, CA reveals how people who practice

meditation was indeed able to manage their stress more than those who don’t.

12/3/18; Bill Gates Once Thought Meditation Was a ‘Woo-Woo’ Thing. Now He Meditates Up to Three Times Per

Week; Business Insider  “For me, it has nothing to do with faith or mysticism,” Gates wrote. “It’s about taking a

few minutes out of my day, learning how to pay attention to the thoughts in my head, and gaining a little bit of

distance from them”

https://www.psychologytoday.com/ca/blog/between-cultures/201905/mindfulness-and-stress-tale-mutual-consequences
https://www.sfchronicle.com/warriors/article/How-meditation-has-helped-calm-Klay-Thompson-s-13842686.php?psid=55dFb
https://en.businesstimes.cn/articles/111118/20190423/what-is-meditation-and-what-does-science-say-about-it.htm
https://www.businessinsider.com/bill-gates-meditation-wife-melinda-2018-12


Source: davidji.com/scienceofmeditation/

8/2/18; Markers of Cellular Aging Improve During Insight Meditation Retreat; UC Davis  A recent study by

researchers at the University of California Davis, Center for Mind and Brain, measured changes in telomere

length, telomerase (the enzyme which replenishes telomeres), and telomere-regulating genes in a group of

individuals who participated in a month-long Insight meditation retreat.

8/1/18; How Meditation Helps with Depression; Harvard Medical School  Depression continues to be a major

health issue for older adults. It affects about 20% of adults ages 65 and older, and regular depression can lead to

higher risks for heart disease and death from illnesses. It also affects people’s daily lives by making them more

socially isolated and affecting cognitive function, especially memory.

7/19/18; 4 Ways Mindfulness Meditation Can Help You at Work; US News  It can improve employee focus and

behavior, while helping manage stress.

3/6/18; More and More Research Points to Mindfulness -Not Certain Foods- For Weight Loss;  The Washington

Post   Mindfulness may work, the papers propose, because it strengthens the weakest link in most diets: the

adherence or compliance problem.

https://www.ucdavis.edu/blogs/
https://www.health.harvard.edu/newsletter_article/how-meditation-helps-with-depression
https://health.usnews.com/health-care/for-better/articles/2018-07-19/4-ways-mindfulness-and-meditation-can-help-you-at-work
https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/more-and-more-research-points-to-mindfulness--not-certain-foods--for-weight-loss/2018/03/05/2aa25d48-1c00-11e8-b2d9-08e748f892c0_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.076c839b63fd


Source: davidji.com/scienceofmeditation/

10/5/17; Different Types of Meditation Changes Different Areas of the Brain, Study Finds; Forbes  Meditation and

mindfulness training have accumulated some impressive evidence, suggesting that the practices can change not

only the structure and function of the brain, but also our behavior and moment-to-moment experience…

8/28/17; Yoga and Meditation Improve the Stress Resilience and Bring Positive Impacts on the Immune & Central

Nervous System; The Science Times  A recent study has unveiled that yoga and meditation have positive impacts

on the body’s central nervous system. They even improve the immune system of an individual…

https://www.forbes.com/sites/alicegwalton/2017/10/05/different-types-of-meditation-change-the-brain-in-different-ways-study-finds/#1e783a971f1e
http://www.sciencetimes.com/articles/17814/20170828/yoga-and-meditation-improve-the-stress-resilience-and-bring-positive-impacts-on-immune-central-nervous-system.htm


Coming together is a beginning.
 

Keeping together is progress.
 

Working together is success.


